Regenerative liver surgery is the field of research and clinical practice which tries to increase the volume of the future liver remnant prior to resection. Too small liver remnants lead to post-hepatectomy liver failure after extensive resections, a syndrome of portal flow congestion, progressive cholestasis, lack of synthetic function, renal failure, ascites, encephalopathy and ultimately death from infection. What is too small, is not entirely clear, depends on many patient, liver and surgery factors, but is generally between 20–40%. The field of regenerative liver surgery expanded considerably over the last years and has become the favorite playground for surgeons who like to push the limits of resectability of liver tumors. Skeptical and weary oncologists at multidisciplinary tumor boards have become used to the sight of liver surgeons who consider no extent of disease off limits, equipped with a growing armada of eponyms like “portal vein embolisation (PVE)”, “portal vein ligation (PVL)”, “associating liver partition and PVL for staged hepatectomy (ALPPS)”, “associating liver tourniquet and PVL for staged hepatectomy (ALTPS)”, “partial ALPPS (PALPPS)”, “radiofrequency-assisted liver partition and portal vein ligation for staged hepatectomy (RALPPS)” and “Mini-ALPPS”. These eponyms project hermetic competence and revive the long-lost optimism of aggressive cancer surgery in the age of genetics and targeted therapies.

The infatuation with this new frontier starts with the discovery of gold by a German group of surgeons, who showed in 2012 that rapid liver growth of 80% increase within 1 week (similar to the growth seen after partial hepatectomy) can be achieved prior to resection by transecting the liver at the time of portal vein occlusion in the first stage of a two-stage hepatectomy (1). Extended resection followed after only 10 days. This is in stark contrast to portal vein embolization, which generally achieves a 40% increase in 6 weeks (2).

The Germans proposed the technique as a way out in cases where the surgeon had committed to exploration, but could not technically resect without a high risk of post-hepatectomy liver failure. The gold rush that followed, however, was triggered by marketing of the “in-situ split-procedure”, as invented by the Germans, under the new brand “ALPPS”. Over the next years ALPPS would be an endless source of arguments the be had, and papers to be written (3,4). The novel operation suggested that a central problem of the surgical oncology of the liver had finally been solved forever. After the currency “ALPPS” had been coined in an editorial by de Santibanes and Clavien in Annals of Surgery (5), a wave of enthusiasm for the novel procedure ensued.

No calls of warning from the large volume centers like MD Anderson (6) and Hospital Beaujon (7) in Paris could dissuade liver surgeons to try out this somewhat experimental procedure in an estimated few thousands of patients under the banner of “innovation” (8). Disillusionment soon set in when the first studies based on a registry clearly showed what the early sceptics had suspected all along. The two-stage hepatectomy ALPPS was not safe for primary liver tumors [12% and 27% mortality for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and primary hepatocellular carcinoma (PHCC) respectively] and the mortality and morbidity rate for colorectal liver metastases was also higher than acceptable by contemporary standards.
Hypertrophy is as robust as in the ALPPS model in pigs (13). Collaterals almost as efficiently as transection and rapid performed portal vein and hepatic vein ligation abrogates occlusion. In the preclinical pig model, simultaneously occluding the venous outflow on the side of portal inflow bed in the growing lobe. It can therefore be abrogated by of portal hyper flow restricted by a limited venous outflow collateralization and neoangiogenesis are likely the result disrupt these collaterals, the knife is not needed at all. Portal vein collaterals between liver lobes, the principle of ALPPS, indeed had a clinical utility. However, even in the hand of high-volume surgeons with conservative indications ALPPS was used as the primary strategy. Abrogation of portal vein collaterals between liver lobes, the principle of ALPPS, indeed had a clinical utility. However, even in the hand of high-volume surgeons with conservative indications in the quite centralized Scandinavian system, the 90-day mortality of the procedure remained high, at 8.3% (10). The question remained, why a procedure that was destined to solve the problem of post-hepatectomy liver failure via preoperative volume growth exposed such a high number of patients to post hepatectomy liver failure (11).

Our group drew the conclusion that the procedure was not ready for Prime time and we resorted to a large animal preclinical model in the pig. We demonstrated that the disruption of the naturally occurring portal vein collateralization after embolization is the key physiological event resulting in the rapid hypertrophy of ALPPS (12). To disrupt these collaterals, the knife is not needed at all. Portal collateralization and neoangiogenesis are likely the result of portal hyper flow restricted by a limited venous outflow bed in the growing lobe. It can therefore be abrogated by occluding the venous outflow on the side of portal inflow occlusion. In the preclinical pig model, simultaneously performed portal vein and hepatic vein ligation abrogates collaterals almost as efficiently as transection and rapid hypertrophy is as robust as in the ALPPS model in pigs (13).

While considering the practical implications of these findings, we came across a series of studies published from a group of interventional radiologists from the University of Montpellier. Guieu et al. had convincingly demonstrated that combined simultaneous embolization of portal vein and hepatic veins allowed to optimize the hypertrophy effect of PVE (14). It also allowed him to create a new eponym, liver venous deprivation (LVD). The Montpellier technique includes the meticulous occlusion of venous collaterals observed immediately after large vessel occlusion using n-butyl cyanoacrylate. With an intriguing mixture of technical innovation and analytic precision, Guieu et al. showed that their new procedure solved the volume-function dilemma of ALPPS since functional HIDA scans of the growing liver showed congruence of volume and function (15). The endovascular approach abolished the necessity of two-stage surgery and was highly attractive to reduce the surgical severity of the ALPPS of two major surgical interventions in close sequence.

The new study “Perioperative impact of liver venous deprivation…”, published in this issue of HBSN, focuses on surgical outcomes and represents the first retrospective attempt at comparing LVD with PVE from the surgical perspective within the Montpellier group. While the case mix is highly heterogenous (CRLM, HCC and “others”) and the numbers are too small to avoid a type II error in what is basically a noninferiority claim of surgical outcomes between the procedures, the message is still very clear. The simultaneous endovascular occlusion of portal and hepatic veins may potentially avoid the problems of ALPPS, while preserving the benefit of rapid hypertrophy as evidenced by an almost 4-time increased kinetic growth rate and a high feasibility rate. The study fails to show a shorter time between the procedure and resection because the authors report that they could not reduce the time to surgery in LVD “due to administrative constraints”, however, these limitations are clearly stated by the authors. Is the novel “endovascular ALPPS” just another gold coin minted in the ALPPS-factory? Or is it the platinum procedure of regenerative liver surgery envisioned by those of us who believe regenerative liver surgery indeed changes the limitations of resectability? The preliminary reports like this one suggest that this needs to be explored further in collaborative randomized trials. Two such trials are underway, one in France and one international with more than 30 centers, the DRAGON trial based in Maastricht, Netherlands, which
also includes the Scandinavians collaborating in LIGRO. Hopefully we will get more evidence about regenerative liver surgery soon.
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